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WELCOME TO OUR 2017/18 WINE SELECTION
We have carefully chosen every wine in the portfolio to ensure they reach the highest of standards. We believe that regardless of
their place on the pricing ladder, all our wines must exceed expectation in taste, branding, support and rate of sale enabling us to
offer them to you knowing that they will perform brilliantly in your outlet. Many of these wines are exclusive to us too which builds
confidence as you won’t be competing with supermarket pricing or low cost retailers near to your venue.
We realise however that wine forms only part of the whole package of wine supply. Alongside our core company values of service
and honesty, we are able to offer support in many areas. We have an online wine menu production system giving you 100%
control on every aspect of the menu from font, paper size and style, artwork and pricing. Professionally printed and delivered
to your door within 48 hours from sign-off also helps you get up and running with minimum fuss and maximum impact. All our
representatives are trained to at least WSET Level 2 enabling advice and guidance tailored perfectly to your needs. As such we
are able to offer all types of tastings from high-end Champagne dinners down to staff training sessions, and everything in between.
Each year you will be invited to our Wine and Spirit Annual Tasting giving you time away from your business to appraise your wine
offering and be introduced to all the latest products, support and trends. All of this along with regular reviews and brand owner
visits should help us all to produce a wine strategy that keeps on delivering for you.
Wine should be fun and we aim to take out a lot of the stuffiness so we can concentrate on having a great time choosing and
selling these brands and building long term relationships with all our customers and suppliers alike. We are always interested in
your feedback so please let us know if we can do more for you, we are still learning too. I look forward to meeting you all in the
future and I hope you can find lots to interest you in the coming pages.
Cheers!
Rob Eastwood
MD, Small Beer Ltd and TrentAns Vintners

WINE STYLE GUIDE

Red wines are labelled from A to E

White wines are numbered from 1 to 9

1

1

1 - being the driest, through to
9 - being the sweetest

A

A - being the lightest, through to
E - being the most powerful and full bodied

Rosé wines are numbered from 1 to 9

Cork bottle closure

1 - being the driest, through to

The majority of our bottles have a screw
cap closure. Please look out for the
symbol to show our cork bottle closures.

9 - being the sweetest

Please note, all wines are 75cl unless stated.
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HOUSE SELECTION

FOUNDERS STONE
Searching out the best juice available from around the
world to fit your house pour.

3

Founders
Stone Chardonnay (12.0% Abv)
__

2

Founders Stone Pinot Grigio (12.0% Abv)
__

2

Founders Stone Sauvignon Blanc (12.0% Abv)
__

D

Founders Stone Shiraz (12.0% Abv)
__

C

Founders
Stone Merlot (12.0% Abv)
__

4

Founders
Stone White Zinfandel (10.5% Abv)
__

Rich melon and peach flavours.
Very crisp and refreshing.
Light, fresh and crisp.

Soft and round. Easy drinking.

Soft and fruity with a smooth taste.

Delicate and refreshing strawberry flavours.

INSPIRAL P.E.T.
Perfect for outdoor events and now with a 24 month shelf life from
date of bottling. 100% recyclable.

4

C

Inspiral
Merlot (13.5% Abv)
__

2

Inspiral
Pinot Grigio (12.5% Abv)
__

4

Inspiral White Zinfandel (10.0% Abv)
__

A dry but luscious red wine with plenty of dark berry fruits on the palate, soft
tannins producing a light spicy finish.
Pale lemon colour with aromas of citrus fruits muted with subtle floral tones.
Crisp and refreshing with citrus and green apple.
Bright pink in colour with aromas of redcurrant. Raspberries and strawberry
on the palate. Very easy drinking wine.

HOUSE SELECTION
WATERS EDGE
We have scoured 4 continents to find the best varietals for your
entry point wines.

5

Waters
__ Edge Blush (10.5% Abv)

C

Waters
__ Edge Cabernet Sauvignon (12.5% Abv)

3

Waters
__ Edge Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)

2

Waters
__ Edge Pinot Grigio (11.5% Abv)

1

Waters
__ Edge Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)

C

Waters
__ Edge Shiraz (13.5% Abv)

Coral pink in colour. Delicate and refreshing with soft fruit flavours of
strawberries and peaches.
An intense ruby red wine with a full nose and blackcurrant fruit flavours
balanced by medium tannins.
A classic dry white wine with vibrant aromas and flavours of apple,
pear and tropical fruits.
A pale lemon colour with aromas of citrus fruits muted with subtle
floral notes. Crisp and dry.
A clean, dry white with hints of citrus and gooseberry on the palate
and a crisp, fruity finish.
A soft, rounded, easy drinking red with well balanced fruit flavours
and a light spicy finish.

5

SINGLE SERVE
When sourcing our single serve ranges one thing we didn’t want
to compromise is quality. Rest assured that these are proper wines,
just in little bottles.

WATERS EDGE (187ml)
5

Waters
__ Edge Blush (10.5% Abv)

C

Waters
__ Edge Cabernet Sauvignon (12.5% Abv)

3

Waters
__ Edge Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)

2

Waters
__ Edge Pinot Grigio (11.5% Abv)

1

Waters
__ Edge Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)

C

Waters
__ Edge Shiraz (13.5% Abv)

Coral pink in colour. Delicate and refreshing with soft fruit flavours of
strawberries and peaches.
An intense ruby red wine with a full nose and blackcurrant fruit flavours
balanced by medium tannins.
A classic dry white wine with vibrant aromas and flavours of apple,
pear and tropical fruits.
A pale lemon colour with aromas of citrus fruits muted with subtle
floral notes. Crisp and dry.
A clean dry white with hints of citrus and gooseberry on the palate
and a crisp fruity finish.
A soft, rounded, easy drinking red with well balanced fruit flavours
and a light spicy finish.

FOUNDERS STONE (187ml)
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3

Founders
Stone Chardonnay (12.0% Abv)
__

C

Founders
Stone Merlot (12.0% Abv)
__

2

Founders
Stone Pinot Grigio (12.0% Abv)
__

2

Founders
Stone Sauvignon Blanc (12.0% Abv)
__

D

Founders
Stone Shiraz (12.0% Abv)
__

4

Founders
Stone White Zinfandel (10.5% Abv)
__

Rich melon and peach flavours.

Soft and fruity with a smooth taste.
Very crisp and refreshing.
Light, fresh and crisp.

Soft and round. Easy drinking.

Delicate and refreshing strawberry flavours.

SINGLE SERVE
ONE 4 ONE (187ml)
1

One
__ 4 One Sauvignon Blanc (13.0% Abv)

C

One
__ 4 One Merlot (13.0% Abv)

3

One
__ 4 One Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)

D

One
__ 4 One Shiraz (13.0% Abv)

4

One
__ 4 One Zinfandel Blush (10.5% Abv)

1

One 4 One Pinot Grigio (12.5% Abv)
__

4

One 4 One Chenin Blanc (12.5% Abv)
__

4

One 4 One Liebfraumilch (9.5% Abv)
__

3

One
__ 4 One Shiraz Rosé (12.0% Abv)

C

One
__ 4 One Cabernet Sauvignon (13.0% Abv)

2

One
__ 4 One Prosecco 200ml (11.0% Abv)

Bursting with green pepper and grass.
Bramble fruit, ripe plums and cedar.

Honeysuckle, vanilla and tropical fruit notes.
Juicy with baked black plums and bramble fruit.
Tutti frutti and rhubarb.

Aromas and flavours of honeysuckle, lemon and nuts.
Fragrant with tangerine, plums and nectarine.
A traditional favourite but still a very popular wine.
Loads of fruit balanced with a gentle sweetness.
Ripe, sweet, squashed strawberry fruit flavours.
An easy drinking red with good colour, great flavour and
an excellent balance of tannins.
Trendy fizz in a handy single serve size.
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FRANCE

CHAMPAGNE

ALSACE
LOIRE

BURGUNDY

BORDEAUX
RHONE

France, as our closest wine-growing neighbour has always captivated the imagination of the
British wine drinking public. Images of Chateaux surrounded by vines dominate how we think
of wine-growing areas. The modern day French wine industry, the worlds biggest in terms of
production while still trying to stick to this traditional image, is now modernising and moving to
catch up with the new world in terms of innovation.
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FRANCE
CHAMPAGNE
France’s, if not the world’s, best sparkling wines. To quote Winston
Churchill “In victory I deserve it; in defeat I need it”.

1

Pol Roger NV (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Pol
__ Roger Rosé Vintage (12.5% Abv)

1

Bollinger
Special Cuvee (12.5% Abv)
__

1

Dom Perignon (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Krug
__ Grand Cuvee (12.5% Abv)

1

Louis
__ Roederer Cristal (12.5% Abv)

1

Louis
__ Roederer Brut Premier NV (12.5% Abv)

1

Moet
__ and Chandon Brut NV (12.5% Abv)

1

Veuve
__ Clicquot NV (12.5% Abv)

An appealing complex nose of delicate white flowers and brioche, with a fresh
and lively palate.

A fruity, flora style with summer fruits and predominant Pinot Noir.

Powerful, elegant and beautifully balanced. Bone dry with a biscuity bouquet.

The flagship wine from the house of Moet and Chandon and the most famous
cuvee in the world.

A truly outstanding wine, bottle aged for six years and highly complex in
flavour and taste.

A succulent and powerful wine made only in the best years.
Lush, ripe and peachy. Most elegant.

Fresh, dry and lively.

Famous the world over. Light, delicate and well balanced. Dry in style.

As Madame Clicquot once said, Only one quality - the best!. Rich, with full
fruit and flavour.
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FRANCE
LAURENT PERRIER
The House of Laurent-Perrier was founded in 1812 by André Michel Pierlot
and took the name Veuve Laurent-Perrier when Mathilde Emilie Perrier,
the widow of Eugène Laurent, combined the two family names after she
decided to expand the business. Acquired by the Nonancourt family in
1935, Laurent Perrier has become one of the worlds most well known
Champagne brands and remains the largest family owned Grande Marque.

1

Laurent
Perrier La Cuvee (12.0% Abv)
__

1

Laurent Perrier Ultra Brut (12.0% Abv)
__

4

Laurent
Perrier Demi-Sec (12.0% Abv)
__

3

Laurent
Perrier Rosé (12.0% Abv)
__

2

Laurent
Perrier Grande Siecle (12.0% Abv)
__

1

Laurent
Perrier Vintage (12.0% Abv)
__

Delicate yet complex, fresh and well-balanced with hints of citrus and
white fruits. Well defined, subtly rounded with expressive flavours.

This Champagne receives no ‘dosage’ prior to release. The most versatile
champagne in Laurent-Perrier’s range.

Notes of dried fruit, almonds and hazelnuts, with grilled or toasted aromas.
On the palate it is warm and rich.

Made from Pinot Noir grapes this wine has a highly expressive bouquet
and rich salmon pink colour.

Subtle hints of honey, hazelnuts, grilled almonds and fresh pastry make
this a perfect wine to go with the finest dishes.

An exceptional and rare wine produced in the house style - pure in flavour
and crisp in definition.

JULES FERAUD
From a brilliant little cooperative based in Vincelles, about 15 miles west of
Epernay. They tend towards fruitier styles and great value for money.
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1

Jules
__ Feraud NV Champagne (12.0% Abv)

2

Jules Feraud Rosé Champagne (12.5% Abv)
__

Caramel, buttered toast, grilled nuts and pistachio shells.

Bread and butter pudding, apple crumble and hazelnuts.

FRANCE
DEUTZ
One of the oldest members of Champagne’s prestigious
Grandes Marques houses, Champagne Deutz has been making
distinctive champagnes marked by finesse, elegance and complexity
since 1838. Grapes are selected from vineyards in the finest crus of
Champagne. The wines are slowly and carefully aged in the chalk-walled
cellars far beneath the historic village of Aÿ, with the unique bottle shape
guaranteeing the provenance of every bottle.

2

Deutz
__ Brut Classic (12.0% Abv)

3

Deutz
__ Rosé (12.0% Abv)

1

Amour
__ De Deutz Blancs de Blancs (12.0% Abv)

On the nose, the wine initially displays notes of hawthorn and white flowers,
which are followed by aromas of toast, marzipan and ripe pears on the palate.

The nose is fresh and direct, with aromas of cherries, blackberries, pomegranates
and redcurrants which follows through on the palate.

On the palate the wine is crisp and lovely, with a mineral-like edge and precise,
taut flavours, which will develop over time.
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FRANCE
BORDEAUX
To say that Bordeaux drives the fine wine market would be an
understatement. However there are bargains to be had away from the
highest echelons. Here we have a small selection of what we have
available at all times, but other parcels will come in as we are offered them.
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C

Chateau
Petit Bois Lussac St Emilion (12.5% Abv)
__

C

Chateau
Cissac Cru Borgoise, Medoc (12.5% Abv)
__

C

Chevalier Lassalle Claret (12.5% Abv)
__

B

Chateau
Brande-Bergere, Bordeaux Superior (13.5% Abv)
__

B

Chateau Lavison, Bordeaux (12.0% Abv)
__

7

Chevalier Du Pastel Sauternes 37.5cl (13.0% Abv)
__

7

Chateau Lavinac 37.5cl (13.0% Abv)
__

This wine has a rich, red fruit aroma that is bursting with cherries and wild berries on
the palate.

A lean, classic, crisp, firm style of wine with a bright, light, sweet and tart red
fruit finish. Vintage 2001.

A rich, distinctive, well-structured wine with ripe aromas and soft tannins.

A touch of blackcurrant and hints of liquorice on the finish.

Raspberry, cranberry and white pepper notes.

Lanolin, exotic fruit, tangerines, honey and yellow plums.
(Limited stock)

Candied fruit and white flower.

FRANCE
BURGUNDY
Burgundy’s diversity is amazing, particularly when you consider that they
are constrained to only 4 grape varieties. From crisp clean Chablis to
buttery rich Meursault, and light juicy Beaujolais to powerful and muscular
Nuits St George, the wine lovers fine wine.

2

Chablis l’Onciale (12.5% Abv)
__

1

Chablis
Domaine Manants Brocard (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Chablis Premier Cru Simonnet Febvre (12.5% Abv)
__

1

Petit Chablis Brocard (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Louis Latour Mersault (13.5% Abv)
__

D

Nuits
__ St Georges Louis Latour (13.5% Abv)

1

Louis Latour Macon Lugny Les Genievres (13.0% Abv)
__

2

Pouilly
__ Fuisse Vieux Murs (13.0% Abv)

C

Louis Latour Fleurie Les Garans (13.0% Abv)
__

A

Beaujolais Village Henry Fessy (12.5% Abv)
__

Grilled nuts, toasted chestnuts and lemon acidity.

A delightful straw colour edged in green and a clean, crisp, flinty dry finish.

A beautifully made single vineyard Chablis. Dry and full flavoured.

Ripe fruit with a clean crispiness and a flinty dry flavour.

This wine is pale yellow in colour. It reveals a floral nose, slightly buttery with hints of
fresh almond and hazelnut.

From the Cote de Nuits and made by Louis Latour. Complex cherry fruit flavours.

From one of the best and most famous producers. This wine has a dry,
buttery flavour.

A memorable dry white Burgundy with power, complexity and a clean, dry palate.

Firm fresh fruit with a velvety texture. Light and luscious with a silky smooth finish.

Deep in colour, with fruity, floral aromas and hints of blackcurrant.
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FRANCE
ALSACE
Alsace is right up against the German border and so has lots of German
sounding grapes and wine makers. Great with spicy food and adds spice
to any wine list.

1

Gustav
Lorentz Riesling Reserve (12.5% Abv)
__

3

Gustav
Lorentz Gewurztraminer Reserve (13.5% Abv)
__

2

Domaine
Zind Humbrecht Pinot Gris Rotenberg (12.5% Abv)
__

1

Domaine
Zind Humbrecht Riesling Brand Grand Cru (14.0% Abv)
__

A lively, refreshing acidity, great structure and a clean, dry finish.

This is a powerful and complex wine, verging on the dry side but with
roundness and a very long finish.

There is definitely a sensation of austerity and a lean mineral character
on the palate.

Long, velvety but very dry finish, showing again a complex array of white
fruit aromas. It takes some serious oxygenation to allow the more mineral
flavours to develop.

LOIRE
Crisp, fresh whites; juicy, luscious rosés; bright crunchy reds. What could
be better for sipping by France’s longest river.
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4

Rosé d’Anjou Marcel Martin (10.5% Abv)
__

C

Domaine
De La Nablaie Chinon (13.0% Abv)
__

1

Domaine Sylvian Bailly Sancerre (13.0% Abv)
__

1

Muscadet Sur Lie (12.0% Abv)
__

2

Sancerre
Domaine Daulny (12.5% Abv)
__

A light, round, fruity palate with a long, pleasant aftertaste.

A real Cabernet Franc that shows depth and character with nicely ripe,
balanced tannins.

Snappy, aromatic Sancerre Sauvignon Blanc. Zesty and delicious.

A beautifully made Domaine wine. Soft and dry with delicious citrus flavours.

An excellent domaine Sancerre with a good nose and intense fruit on the palate.

FRANCE
RHONE
I wish that Rhone wines would sell better as they offer so much in terms
of depth and value. We have a small, but perfectly formed, selection but
can get more to order.

E

Chateauneuf
Du Pape Chemin De Papes (13.5% Abv)
__

D

Chateauneuf Du Pape Reserve Des Argentiers (13.5% Abv)
__

C

Vidal Fleury GSM (13.5% Abv)
__

C

Cotes Du Rhone La Gravelier (13.0% Abv)
__

A delightful concentrated nose of violets and fruit combined with herbs.
Full bodied and powerful.

Fruits, herbs and spices (thyme, rosemary and pepper) followed by a long,
rewarding, silky finish.

Deep red, with aromas of hedgerow berries and wild herbs. Concentrated yet
light on the palate.

A well structured red with well balanced fruit and a superb flavour.
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FRANCE
REGIONAL FRANCE
The everywhere else in France section…
(this is where the really interesting stuff is).

2

Picpoul
de Pinet Domaine de la Serre (12.0% Abv)
__

1

Felicette
Grenache Blanc (12.0% Abv)
__

B

Felicette
Grenache Noir (12.0% Abv)
__

2

Domaine
Ventenac La Cuvee D’aure Rosé (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Pierre
__ Et Pappa Rosé (12.0% Abv)

A crisp and citrussy white wine with subtle mineral and nutty overtones.

A delicious combination of exotic flavours and mineral undertones.

Powerful aromas of violets and red fruits which evolve into flavours of
raspberry and plum.

Dry with layers of fruit and minerality.

A light and refreshing rosé bursting with red fruits and just a hint of lychee.

DOMAINE JONES
Katie Jones (originally from Ashby-de-la-Zouche) founded her domaine
in 2008, after losing her entire white wine vintage to vandals in 2013, they
have gone from strength to strength since.
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2

Domaine Jones Blanc (13.0% Abv)
__

C

Domaine
Jones Fitou (14.0% Abv)
__

Notes of melon and pear, as well as herb and spice flavours.
The palate is textured and broad with rich melon and fennel.

Lots of crunchy red fruits, redcurrant and a touch of raspberry.
Very clean and lively.

FRANCE
2

Louis Latour Chardonnay Ardeche (13.5% Abv)
__

D

Louis
__ Latour Domaine Valmoisine Pinot Noir (13.5% Abv)

4

Jean
__ Des Vignes Blanc Demi Sec (11.0% Abv)

2

Jean
__ Des Vignes Blanc Sec (11.0% Abv)

3

Jean
__ Des Vignes Rosé (13.0% Abv)

B

Jean Des Vignes Rouge (12.5% Abv)
__

C

Pierre Lacasse Cabernet Sauvignon (13.5% Abv)
__

3

Pierre Lacasse Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)
__

C

Pierre
__ Lacasse Merlot (13.5% Abv)

3

Pierre
__ Lacasse Rosé (12.0% Abv)

2

Pierre
__ Lacasse Sauvignon Blanc (11.5% Abv)

This wine has delicious apple aromas with crisp acidity and a lovely
lasting freshness.

The wine is ruby coloured with garnet tints. It has an intense aromas of Morello
cherries and delicate wild herbs.

Soft, well rounded and medium in style.

Dry, crisp and refreshing.

Very refreshing with a great colour.

Popular, elegant and appetising.

Medium bodied with bramble fruit and spice.

Attractive notes of apricot and peach.

Notes of red cherries, subtle herbs and garrigue.

Elegant with notes of raspberry and cranberry.

Vibrant with citrus, honey, nuts and elderflower.
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ITALY

Trentino

Valpolicella

Piedmont

Veneto

Tuscany
Abruzzo

Puglia

Sicily

Italy is the most diverse of all of Europe’s wine making countries with over 500 different grape
varieties grown, some of which are only grown in small areas in tiny quantities and never make
it out of the country. Others are much more ubiquitous (see the Prosecco and Pinot Grigio
sections following).
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ITALY
PROSECCO
The driving force in the growth of sparkling wine. No wine list is complete
without a Prosecco.

2

Nua
__ Prosecco Extra Dry (11.0% Abv)

2

Nua
__ Rosé (11.0% Abv)

3

Bella
__ Modella Prosecco (11.0% Abv)

3

Bella
__ Modella Prosecco Magnum 150cl (11.0% Abv)

1

Botter
__ Prosecco (11.0% Abv)

Attractive aromas and flavours of melon and apples.

Lightly aromatic with melon, pear and sweet cranberry.

Crisp, deliciously frothy and filled with ripe apple and citrus fruit character.

Crisp, deliciously frothy and filled with ripe apple and citrus fruit character.

Off-dry with notes of honey and white pears.
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ITALY
PINOT GRIGIO
Clean, crisp and fresh. Pinot Grigio is Italy’s real wine success story
from the last 15 years.

20

2

Antico
__ Fregio Pinot Grigio/Garganega (12.0% Abv)

1

Botter Pinot Grigio (12.0% Abv)
__

3

Folonari Pinot Grigio Blush (12.0% Abv)
__

1

Vetriano Pinot Grigio (12.0% Abv)
__

3

Vetriano Pinot Grigio Rosé Brut (12.5% Abv)
__

Lemon sherbet with a hint of pear skin.

Light and crisp with hints of apples and pears. Well balanced with a soft finish.

A fresh pink colour and a lively taste. Crisp and zingy.

Dry, well balanced and full bodied. Light gold in colour with aromas of stone
fruits and melons.

Fresh, dry and crammed with summer fruit flavours. A sparkling version of the
Italian classic Pinot Grigio, with a twist of pink!

ITALY
1

San Giorgio Pinot Grigio (12.0% Abv)
__

2

San Giorgio Pinot Grigio Rosé (12.0% Abv)
__

3

Sartori Pinot Grigio Rosé (12.0% Abv)
__

3

Orsino
__ Pinot Grigio (12.0% Abv)

3

Orsino
__ Pinot Grigio Rosé (12.0% Abv)

Nuts, pear, melon and even some banana.

Pear, bubblegum and rosehip aromas and flavours.

A superbly fresh and fashionable blush wine - amber pink in colour with hints
of pear and apricot.

Crisp yet rounded with refreshing citrus fruit character and a delicate,
appealing finish.

A scented aroma combines summer berries and rose petals, yet on the palate
it is closer in style to a white wine, with stone fruit and just a hint of strawberry.

21

ITALY
REST OF ITALY
North, south, east, west; Italy makes wine in every corner and we have got
it all (just about) covered.

22

1

Senso Trebiano (12.0% Abv)
__

B

Senso
__ Sangiovese (12.0% Abv)

D

Botter Chianti Classico (12.5% Abv)
__

E

Appassimento
Ca’victoria (12.5% Abv)
__

1

Castelforte
Soave (12.5% Abv)
__

This dry white wine has a straw yellow colour with a delicate apple aroma
and a clean, crisp finish.

This delicious red is dry and medium-bodied with blueberry and plum flavours.

From the heart of Tuscany this is an excellent red to serve with tomato based
dishes. Medium bodied.

The Appassimento method has given the wine a deep red colour, a rich
and intense aroma and a taste that is both concentrated and full-bodied.

Dry, elegant and intense, with a pleasant acidity and a mineral note
on the finish.

ITALY
4

Asti
__ Spumante (7.0% Abv)

B

Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Botter Frascati (12.0% Abv)
__

D

Caleo
__ Nero d’Avola (13.0% Abv)

D

Caleo Primativo (13.0% Abv)
__

C

Castelforte
Amarone (13.5% Abv)
__

D

4
__Vigne Barolo, Cascina Adelaide (14.0% Abv)

C

San
__ Leonardo (14.0% Abv)

E

Barbera
d’Asti Olim Bauda la Villa (14.0% Abv)
__

1

Gavi
__ Tenuta Olim Bauda (12.5% Abv)

2

Palazzo
del Mare Catarratto (13.0% Abv)
__

B

Palazzo
del Mare Nero d’Avola (13.5% Abv)
__

A perennial favourite from Northern Italy. Rich, exotic flavours and deliciously
sweet and sparkling.

Full and fragrant nose recalling prunes and violets. Full, warm and soft but solid
with flavour.

A popular dry white from South of Rome—typically fresh with aromas of almonds.

A native grape to Sicily, this wine is deep ruby red in colour with blackberry
fruit and spice.

Packed with rich sweet fruit aromas, this wine has a succulent and delicious
velvet texture, and a lovely smooth finish.

Spicy, fruity flavour with hints of barrel, black cherry, cinnamon, dried cranberries
and chocolate.

Brilliant garnet colour. Plum, wild blueberry, cinnamon and liquorice delight the nose.

Vegetal characters on the nose, with rich, dark fruit on the palate. The wine has
excellent structure with well integrated tannins and good acidity.

Cherry and berry fruit aromas.

A stunning bouquet of floral notes and soft citrus fruits.

A riot of tropical peach and pineapple aromas.

Ample ripe, plummy fruit, hints of spice and liquorice, red and cherry fruits, this wine
is deliciously supple and juicy.
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PORTUGAL

Vinho Verde

Douro

Estramedura
Lisboa

Setubal

Wine was, as with most of Europe, brought to Portugal by the Romans, but was mainly
consumed locally until the 1700’s when trade links began with Great Britain. This lead to the
world’s first demarked wine producing region, the Douro, to feed the British demand for our
favourite fortifed wine; Port.
We firmly believe that Portugal is the next big thing, but more for its table wines. The light
whites, chunky reds and lightly sparkling rosé will add a real point of difference on a wine list,
while remaining great value for money.
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PORTUGAL
D

Coreto
__ Red 70cl (12.5% Abv)

3

Coreto
__ Rosé (12.0% Abv)

2

Coreto
__ White (11.5% Abv)

C

Quinta
__ Do Noval Tinto (13.5% Abv)

C

Cedro
__ Do Noval (13.5% Abv)

3

Este
__ Vinho Verde Branco (10.5% Abv)

3

Este
__ Vinho Verde Rosé (9.5% Abv)

C

Promessas
Tinto (13.0% Abv)
__

3

Promessas
Branco (9.5% Abv)
__

3

Promessas
Rosa (12.5% Abv)
__

Loads of fruit in this handsomely structured red. A multi award winning wine.

Fruity, crisp and fresh.

A crisp, fresh and dry white - ideal with all fish and pasta dishes.

Wild Douro herbs and aromatic black fruits. Very elegant with freshness but
deep and concentrated.

Tightly wound, crisp and earthy, it is beautifully made and quite age worthy.

Slightly sweet with spice, lifted acidity and lingering fruit notes.

A lovely fresh, versatile wine that is pure Portuguese summer in a glass.

Ripe red fruits with a good balance of oak.

Tropical and citrus fruit character. Light-bodied, with crispy fresh lemony
and citric notes.

A beautiful pink colour and predominant ripe red fruit aromas.
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SPAIN

Basque

Navarra

Galicia

Rioja

Rias Baixas

Catalonia

Rueda

Ribera
Calatayud
del Duero
Cigales

Castilla

Spain has the largest area under vine of any country in the world. However, as many of the
vines are low yielding they sit at third in the world wide volume rankings. Two thirds of this is
basic table wine that never sees a bottle or is consumed locally. We have chosen a relatively
big range of the other third partially due to the quality and innovation that is coming out of
Spain at the moment and partially because it offers such good value.
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SPAIN
RIOJA
The known quantity in Spain, Rioja is a must on every wine list.

2

Coto
__ Mayor Blanco (12.0% Abv)

D

Coto
__ Mayor Crianza (13.0% Abv)

3

Coto
__ Mayor Rosado (13.0% Abv)

D

Coto De Imaz Grand Reserva (13.5% Abv)
__

C

Senorial Tinto Rioja (13.5% Abv)
__

3

Muga Blanco (13.5% Abv)
__

C

Paternina
Monte Haro Tempranillo (13.0% Abv)
__

Yellow plums, smoke and baked apples.

Baked red berry fruits and cedar.

Elegant and dry with wild strawberry and rosehip.

Selected from the finest grapes in Rioja. Full and round with loads of flavour.

Juicy and easy drinking with baked raspberry fruit.

A nice buttery/creamy flavour is perfectly balanced by the crisp acidity.

Very aromatic on the nose. On the palate it has red fruits, creamy notes
and liquorice. Medium bodied, good structure and persistent.
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SPAIN
CAVA
Classically made, Cava offers much more depth than other sparkling wines
of a similar price.

2

Castell
__ d’Oledola Brut Rosado (11.5% Abv)

1

Castell d’Oledola Reserva Cava (11.5% Abv)
__

1

Vilarnau
Subirat Parent Reserva (11.5% Abv)
__

1

Villarnau Brut Reserva (11.5% Abv)
__

2

Vilarnau Brut Reserva Rosado (12.0% Abv)
__

Deep pink, almost red in colour, with delicate floral notes and lots of strawberry
aroma. Light on palate this is a very easy drinking sparkling rosé.

A good structure and elegant personality.

Although bone dry, this wine offers wonderful flavour characteristics which lead
on from the nose and additionally deliver passion fruit and rosé petal tones.

Pronounced appley fruit with a great balance between ripe fruit and
delicate acidity.

VIbrant ripe strawberry and raspberry fruit characters. soft and juicy in character
with refreshing balanced acidity – the perfect aperitif.

RIBERA DEL DUERO
The other fine wine area in Spain! The wines are usually 100% Tempranillo
(or Tinto Fino as it is known locally) and nearly always red and full.
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D

Emilio
__ Moro (14.0% Abv)

E

H.Z.
__ Abascal Crianza (13.5% Abv)

Intense and mouth-watering: wood, black fruits and vanilla.

Rich, intense, ripe red fruits with toasted oak and vanilla notes.
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SPAIN
OTHER SPAIN
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2

Sol
__ Y Sombra Macabeo Verdejo (12.5% Abv)

C

Sol
__ Y Sombra Tempranillo Shiraz (13.5% Abv)

3

Bodegas Maximo Rosado 70cl (13.0% Abv)
__

C

Bodegas
Maximo Tempranillo 70cl (13.0% Abv)
__

3

Bodegas
Maximo Viura 70cl (13.0% Abv)
__

1

Bodegas
Itsasmendi Txakoli (13.0% Abv)
__

2

Lagar
__ De Bouza Albarino (12.5% Abv)

Lively fruit, full of zest and zeal.

Full rich ripe fruits.

A bright and intense rosé with aromas of strawberries and peaches.

A smooth red perfect with Tapas. Aromas of plums and red berries and a
long lasting finish.

Made entirely from the Viura grape with features of tangy lime and stone fruits.

Balanced, fresh and long, with an appealing slight bitterness on the finish,
an agreeable characteristic of this variety.

Ripe citrus fruit, crushed flowers and an underlying minerality.

SPAIN
3

Copa
__ Del Sol Blanco (11.0% Abv)

3

Copa
__ Del Sol Rosado (11.0% Abv)

C

Copa
__ Del Sol Tinto (11.0% Abv)

D

La
__Multa Old Vine Garnacha (14.5% Abv)

3

Innurrieta
Mediodia Rosado (14.0% Abv)
__

3

Prado
__ Rey Blanco (13.5% Abv)

D

Museum
Reserva (14.0% Abv)
__

A light and delicate entry level wine with tropical fruit flavours and crisp acidity.

Fresh, zippy rosé with refreshing strawberry fruit flavours and balanced acidity.

Light, rustic unoaked, young red wine with cherry and white pepper notes
and a good finish.

Full bodied with fine, soft tannins and well balanced acidity.

Light and dry with an attractive pink hue.

Fresh and pleasant in the mouth, creamy with an unusually long finish.

Deep purple with an abundance of dark red fruit flavours backed by soft tannins.
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ENGLAND

The chalk hills of the South Downs makes the
south coast of England perfect for sparkling wines.

CHAPEL DOWN
Famed (and rightly so) for its sparkling wines, Kent’s finest also
makes cracking still wines.
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1

Chapel
Down Brut Vintage Reserve (11.5% Abv)
__

1

Chapel
Down Flint Dry (12.0% Abv)
__

Elegant, fresh and crisp with great flavour.

A fresh, crisp and floral flavour.

Kent

GERMANY

Mosel

Rhine

German Riesling is the trendy wine for 2017.
Great with full flavoured food or as an aperitif.

3

Weingut Maxz Fredinand Richter,
Riesling
Signature Edition (10.5% Abv)
__

Green apple and citrus notes balanced by a zesty raciness
and a lovely, mineral finish.

4

Weingut Maxz Fredinand Richter, Riesling Kabinett,
Brauenberg
Juffer (8.0% Abv)
__
Quite forceful zesty acidity quickly brings lightness and tension.

5

Liebfraumilch
(9.0% Abv)
__

4

Niersteiner
Gutes Domtal (9.0% Abv)
__

4

Piesporter Michelsburg (9.0% Abv)
__

Almonds, marzipan, cranberry and redcurrant.

Pineapple cubes, pear drops and lemon sherbet.

Lightly floral notes with pear and rhubarb.
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AUSTRIA

Need region information
Wachau

Another really cool wine region, Austria majors on its native Grüner
Veltliner, but don’t forget its Rieslings, dessert wines and reds too.
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1

Domaine
Wachau Grüner Veltliner (13.0% Abv)
__

3

Domaine
Wachau Riesling (12.5% Abv)
__

C

Domaine
Wachau Zweigelt (13.0% Abv)
__

6

Domaine
Wachau Beerenauslese 37.5cl (11.0% Abv)
__

Enticing aromas of white pepper, delicate herbal notes, tropical fruits and hints
of ripe yellow apple. Medium bodied with a crisp acidity, very harmonious, juicy
fruits and spicy in the finish.

Ripe stone fruit, delicate citrus, hints of exotic fruit; on the palate juicy apricot,
white peach and subtle hints of quince; an elegant structure; very fresh,
crisp and well balanced.

Intense fruit notes of wild strawberries, blackcurrant, sour cherry, forest soil,
hints of cloves and black pepper. Medium-bodied and elegant on the palate.

Open and pronounced on the nose, intense fruit flavours, wild flowers, exotic
fruits, mango, passion fruit, subtle hints of citrus, honey and delicate herbal
spices; sweet and harmonious on the palate.

ROMANIA

Need region information
Timișoara

The best value for money country from Europe. All of our wines
come from the Recas winery, a modern and very well-run facility
in the east of Romania.

C

Paparuda
Cabernet Sauvignon (13.0% Abv)
__

C

Paparuda
Syrah (12.5% Abv)
__

3

Paparuda
Pinot Grigio (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Calusari
Riesling (11.5% Abv)
__

C

Paparuda
Pinot Noir (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Paparuda
Sauvignon Blanc (13.0% Abv)
__

C

Bats
__ Blood (13.5% Abv)

Fresh, defined blackcurrant flavours.

Fresh pear flavours. Crisp and refreshing.

Clean, ripe red fruit flavours.

A fresh citrus flavour.

A juicy and spicy red.

A dry, crisp and zesty Riesling. On the nose you
will encounter notes of honeysuckle, lime cordial,
orchard fruits and hints of wet stones. The palate is
beautifully balanced combining pure intense fruit with
crisp acidity and a lovely mineral finish.

From Transylvania and great with a steak!
(Also available in coffin packaging).
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ARGENTINA

Mendoza

Major on Malbec!!! Argentina has really adopted this grape originally from the banks of the River
Lot in south-west France. In Argentina, it grows with more roundness and softer tannins than
the black wines of Cahors, but still showing characteristic plum, cherry and blueberry flavours.
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ARGENTINA
E

Malamado
Fortified Malbec (12.5% Abv)
__

3

Finca
__ Classica Viognier (12.5% Abv)

C

Finca
__ Classica Shiraz Malbec (13.0% Abv)

D

Gougenheim
Malbec (13.5% Abv)
__

3

Gougenheim
Sparkling Malbec Rosé (13.5% Abv)
__

D

The
__ Brand Malbec (13.0% Abv)

D

Sierra Alta Malbec (13.0% Abv)
__

A rich, complex port-style wine with ripe black fruits and dried figs,
spicy cinnamon notes.

Summer pudding, lychees, exotic fruit and tutti frutti.

Juicy with ripe plums and red berry fruits.

The signature grape of Argentina, this is a bright and vivacious red with
huge flavours of cherries.

A new twist on Argentina’s ‘own’ red grape, Malbec - fresh, dry, fizzy,
flavoursome and pale pink. Delicious.

Plum, black cherry and raspberries dance on the palate combined
with sweet tannins.

Vibrant fruits, full and round.
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CHILE

Maipo Valley
Colchagua
Central Valley

Chile has carved out a niche for good quality, house level wines. However, the premium
wines that they produce are fantastic both in terms of quality and value for money.
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CHILE
VIU MANENT
Viu Manent was founded by Catalan immigrant Miguel Viu Garcia and his
sons Agustin and Miguel Viu Manent. Today their passion for their family
heritage drives them to produce wines with character that express their
origin and individual growing season.

1

Viu
__ Manent Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)

D

Viu
__ Manent Cabernet Sauvignon (13.5% Abv)

C

Viu
__ Manent Merlot (13.5% Abv)

E

Viu Manent Malbec (13.5% Abv)
__

Young on the palate, this wine is fresh, well balanced, and very fruity,
intense, and pleasing.

It is fresh with outstanding aromas of fresh red fruits and cassis with a
subtle spicy note.

Cherry red in colour with intense aromas of spices and herbs such as thyme
and bay leaf along with abundant ripe red fruits.

Outstanding fresh and fruity aromas recalling wild blackberries, red fruits,
violet notes, and a hint of spice on the nose.

PEREGRINO
Peregrino is our premium house range from Chile, aimed squarely at the
Bistro and gastro pub market.

D

Peregrino
Cabernet Sauvignon (13.0% Abv)
__

2

Peregrino
Chardonnay (13.5% Abv)
__

C

Peregrino
Merlot (13.0% Abv)
__

2

Peregrino
Rosé (13.0% Abv)
__

1

Peregrino Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)
__

Medium bodied with spice and black fruit flavours.

Fresh, floral and unoaked with citrus and nuts.

Full of blackberries, blueberries and raspberries.

Subtle red cherry nose and a ripe palate.

Well-balanced with restrained aromatics of citrus and minerals.
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CHILE

40

D

Casa
__ Rivas Cabernet Sauvignon (13.5% Abv)

2

Casa
__ Rivas Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)

C

Casa
__ Rivas Merlot (13.5% Abv)

2

Casa
__ Rivas Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)

C

Senora
Rosa Cabernet Sauvignon (12.5% Abv)
__

3

Senora
Rosa Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)
__

C

Senora
Rosa Merlot (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Senora Rosa Cabernet Sauvignon (12.5% Abv)
__

C

Concha Y Toro Merlot (12.5% Abv)
__

1

Concha Y Toro Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)
__

Well structured and full of flavour.

A nice balance of oak with a touch of spice and an unexpected elegance.

A bright and vivacious red with soft, ripe plum and summer fruit flavours.
Easy drinking.

Fresh, dry and fruity.

A medium bodied red with fresh, fruity flavours and a smooth finish.

Ripe peach and tropical fruits jump out of the glass. A modern style and a
sure crowd pleaser.

A fresh and fruity red bursting with typical flavours of ripe plums and cherries smooth and easy.

An exceptionally well made Sauvignon with apples and grass on the nose
balanced by crisp acidity.

A young, peppery red with flavours of herbs and berries. Soft, rounded and long.

Fresh, dry and balanced. Superb as an aperitif or with fish and white meats.
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AUSTRALIA

Riverina

Claire Valley

Barossa
Valley
Goulburn

Langhorn
Creek

Valley

Grampians

Coonawarra

Limestone coast

Australia is the most experimental of all new world countries, it has 130 different grape
varieties planted, while having no native grapes. The UK still represents the biggest market
for Australia even though volumes have fallen due to a strong Australian Dollar.
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AUSTRALIA
3

Canoe Tree Rosé (13.0% Abv)
__

3

Canoe Tree Semillon Chardonnay (12.5% Abv)
__

D

Canoe Tree Shiraz Cabernet (13.5% Abv)
__

3

Majella
Sparkling Shiraz (14.5% Abv)
__

3

Captain’s Table Rosé (12.5% Abv)
__

3

Captain’s Table Semillion Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)
__

C

Captain’s
Table Shiraz Cabernet (13.0% Abv)
__

3

Euca
__ Hill Chardonnay (12.5% Abv)

3

Euca
__ Hill Rosé (12.5% Abv)

C

Euca
__ Hill Shiraz (13.5% Abv)

D

Head
__ Over Heels Shiraz (14.0% Abv)

C

Katherine
Hills Shiraz (13.0% Abv)
__

D

Rocland
Ass Kisser Shiraz (15.0% Abv)
__

Salmon pink with loads of fresh fruit flavours.

A classic blend of two great grape varieties. Fresh and peachy.

Simple juicy Shiraz.

Slightly sweet, this New World sparkler reveals luscious plum,
cherry and raspberry flavours.

Baked strawberries, raspberry jam and red fruit compote.

Honeysuckle, pear and nuts with a rounded texture.

Raspberry jam, ripe plums and summer pudding flavours.

Honeysuckle, vanilla and tropical fruit notes.

A fresh salmon pink colour and a lively fresh fruit taste.

Juicy with baked black plums and bramble fruit.

A mouthfilling combination of blackberries, coffee and subtle vanilla oak
making a superb Shiraz.

Fruit driven with a warm spice finish.

A premium red with great quality.
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AUSTRALIA
MCPHERSON WINERY
McPherson Wines are a long established family owned wine company
with vineyard holdings located in Central Victoria and cool climate
Strathbogie ranges. They are now widely recognised as pioneers of
the Australian wine industry. Over the years McPherson have strived to
maintain the high standard of quality wine they have become renowned for
and aim to consistently over deliver at every price point. Regularly featuring
in James Halliday’s list of top 10 wines.
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D

McPherson
Cabernet Sauvignon (14.0% Abv)
__

3

McPherson
Chardonnay (12.5% Abv)
__

C

McPherson Shiraz (14.0% Abv)
__

C

McPherson
Merlot (14.0% Abv)
__

2

McPherson Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)
__

2

McPherson
Sun Burnt Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)
__

D

McPherson
Don’t Tell Gary Shiraz (14.5% Abv)
__

Rich aromas and flavours of ripe blackberries and plums. Full bodied with
impressive length.

Delightful buttery flavours combined in a full palate to give a delighfully
fresh flavour.

Deep purple in colour with intense aromas of dark fruit and spice.

A smooth, rich wine offering integrated flavours of plums and blackberries
and notes of spice and fruitcake.

This crisp unoaked wine is fresh and vibrant showing lovely tropical fruit
flavours with a hint of typical herbaceous Sauvignon Blanc characters.
A great all rounder.

Lovely aromas of tropical fruits with a hint of apple and spice.

Beautiful dark garnet in colour. With black cherry, blueberry and mixed spice
on the nose. Hints of pepper and soft oak spice.

AUSTRALIA
D

The Pitmaster Shiraz Viognier (13.5% Abv)
__

3

The
__ Pitmaster Viognier (14.0% Abv)

3

Willowglen
Semillon Chardonnay (12.5% Abv)
__

C

Willowglen
Shiraz Cabernet (13.5% Abv)
__

Vibrant dark fruit notes with the Viognier adding perfume that works perfectly
with BBQ meats.

Fresh and fruity with a dry finish and a hint of aromatic fruit that balances well
with lightly spiced and smoked fish and white meat.

Stylish and elegant with an abundance of citrus and melon flavours.

The white pepper finish of the Shiraz grape skillfully blended with the backbone
of the Cabernet.

ONE CHAIN VINEYARDS
One Chain Vineyards is a project involving two British MW’s and a leading
Aussie consultant winemaker and works with growers to source fruit
from some of the most established regions of South Australia. Beautifully
produced and packaged, each wine has great varietal definition coupled
with vibrancy and freshness. These are wines that are immediately
pleasing, yet retain authenticity in expression of the variety and place.

1

The
__ Courtesan Riesling (12.0% Abv)

D

The
__ Opportunist Shiraz (14.5% Abv)

E

The Pugilist Cabernet Sauvignon (14.0% Abv)
__

Mouthwatering lime and elderflower characteristics one would expect from a great
Riesling. Hints of grapefruit, ripe melon and quince.

Herbal cassis and spice followed by a succulent palate of dark fruits, mocha and
grilled meats.

Aromas of vibrant, cassis and mulberry lead through to a beautifully poised,
elegant palate of bright bramble-laden fruit.
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AUSTRALIA
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2

McGuigan Black Label Chardonnay (12.0% Abv)
__

B

McGuigan
Black Label Merlot (12.5% Abv)
__

3

McGuigan
Black Label Pinot Grigio (12.5% Abv)
__

1

McGuigan
Black Label Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)
__

C

McGuigan
Black Label Shiraz (13.5% Abv)
__

A modern style Chardonnay showing intense tropical fruit flavours.
Full bodied and fresh.

A superbly mellow style combined with rich, ripe red fruit flavours.
Perfect with most red meats.

Crisp, light and well balanced.

The palate is full and generously flavoured with a clean, crisp aftertaste.

The signature grape of Australia, this is a bright and vivacious red with
huge flavours of cherries.
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NEW ZEALAND

Ohau
Marlborough

Central Otago

The worlds most Southerly wine making country, famous for its crisp Sauvignon Blancs and
elegant Pinot Noirs, also makes fabulous aromatic whites to add a point of difference to your
wine list.
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NEW ZEALAND
1

Waka Taua Sauvignon Blanc, Ohau (13.0% Abv)
__

2

Cloudy
__ Bay Sauvignon Blanc (13.5% Abv)

C

Neptune
Point Pinot Noir (12.0% Abv)
__

1

Neptune
Point Sauvignon Blanc (13.0% Abv)
__

1

Amisfield
Sauvignon Blanc (13.5% Abv)
__

B

Amisfield
Pinot Noir (14.0% Abv)
__

2

Nika
__ Tika Malborough Sauvignon Blanc (12.0% Abv)

2

Riversdale
Sauvignon Blanc (12.5% Abv)
__

A wonderfully crisp and refreshing wine bursting with zesty lime and tropical fruit
aromas with lemon and passion fruit flavours.

The wine that made Cloudy Bay winery world famous. An intensely grassy white
with gooseberry flavour.

Spicy berry, bramble fruits and black cherries.

Flavourful and intense with passion fruit and grass.

Ripe stone fruit, grapefruit and kiwi fruit, silky and textured with a good deal of
complexity and balance.

Cherries, raspberries and fine oak. The palate is taut, spicy yet silky and fruit
driven with a delicate finish.

Fresh flowers, citrus fruits and balanced acidity.

Passion fruit and ripe citrus fruit aromas abound and a fine acidity gives texture
and body.
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NEW ZEALAND
LAWSON’S DRY HILLS
Lawson’s Dry Hills Marlborough boasts more than 30 years experience.
Forever driven by an inquisitive spirit, the result is a perfect balance of
knowledge and innovation. These two traits can be found in every bottle
of Lawson’s – wonderful, top quality fruit from their carefully nurtured
vineyards, transformed into eminently drinkable wines using modern
winemaking techniques.
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1

Lawson’s
Dry Hills Riesling (12.5% Abv)
__

2

Lawson’s
Dry Hills Pinot Gris (14.0% Abv)
__

3

Lawson’s
Dry Hills Gewurztraminer (14.0% Abv)
__

1

Lawson’s
Dry Hills Sauvignon Blanc (13.0% Abv)
__

A

Lawson’s Dry Hills Pinot Noir (13.5% Abv)
__

2

Lawson’s Dry Hills Pinot Noir Rosé (12.5% Abv)
__

Citric and zesty. Clean and refreshing.

Pear, honey, quince and soft spice. full and rich.

Lychee, ginger and Turkish delight. soft and rounded.

Passion fruit, grapefruit and a touch herbal. Crisp and refreshing.

Cherries and red berries. Subtle oak. Elegant, gentle red.

Delicious strawberry and cream aromas lead to an elegant, dry palate with lovely
concentration.
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SOUTH AFRICA

Lutzville

Robertson

The only major wine producing country in Africa, South Africa produces great, fuller reds.
The whites are harder to pin down and depend on the producer and the grape used.
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SOUTH AFRICA
3

Kleindal
Chenin Blanc (12.5% Abv)
__

D

Kleindal
Pinotage (13.0% Abv)
__

2

Stellar
__ Organics Running Duck Chenin Sauvignon Blanc (13.0% Abv)

C

Stellar
__ Organics Running Duck Shiraz (12.5% Abv)

C

Stellar
__ Organics Running Duck NAS Cabernet Sauvignon (12.5% Abv)

2

Stellar Organics Running Duck Rosé (13.0% Abv)
__

Fruit salad and white stone fruit.

Juicy red fruits, pepper and smoke.

A crisp and grassy nose with an attractive weight of fruit and a lovely
lingering freshness.

A remarkably soft and juicy Shiraz without any aggressive tannin
or domineering fruit.

Quite firm with blackcurrant and plums on the nose and palate,
combined with excellent structure.

A big, bold and full flavoured rosé that is packed with raspberry and
redcurrant flavours.

BON COURAGE
Based in Robertson (about 100 miles east of Cape Town) Bon Courage
have been owned and run by the Bruwer family since 1927.

2

Bon
__ Courage Unoaked Chardonnay (13.0% Abv)

2

Bon
__ Courage Chardonnay Prestige Cuvee (14.0% Abv)

C

Bon
__ Courage Shiraz (14.0% Abv)

Tropical fruit salad with pineapple, mango and pea.

Toffee, butterscotch, white pepper and ripe stone fruits.

Plums, spice, black pepper and blackberry.
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USA

California

90% of the USA’s wine production comes from California and we have a small but
perfectly formed selection. The majority of the Californian wines drunk in the UK on-trade
are White Zinfandel, and while we have several available we have also found some other red
and white gems.
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USA
3

770 Miles Chardonnay (12.5% Abv)
__

D

770
__ Miles Red Zinfandel (13.0% Abv)

5

770
__ Miles White Zinfandel Rosé (10.0% Abv)

4

Pink
__ Orchid White Zinfandel (10.5% Abv)

5

Gold
__ County Blush (10.5% Abv)

C

Gold
__ County Cabernet Sauvignon (12.5% Abv)

3

Gold
__ County Colombard Chardonnay (11.5% Abv)

5

Willowood
White Zinfandel (10.0% Abv)
__

Notes of honey, toffee and caramel.

Medium bodied with red berry fruit and brambles.

Pale pink with lychee, baked strawberry and roses.

Summer pudding, lychees, exotic fruit and tutti frutti.

Tutti fruitti and rhubarb and custard creams.

Light and juicy with sweet strawberry flavours.

Honeydew melon and pineapple with pear and apple.

A lively, fruity rosé with aromas of red summer fruits and an attractive
crisp sweetness.
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FRUIT WINES

Grapes take a back seat
here with tradtional fruit and
vegetable wines all produced
here in the UK.
Devon

Lyme
__ Bay Apricot (11.0% Abv)
Luscious, rich and aromatic.

Lyme
__ Bay Birch (11.0% Abv)

A dry, light and delicate wine which is fantastic served
chilled as an aperitif or with seafood dishes or crisp
summer salads.

Lyme
__ Bay Black Beer and Raisin (11.0% Abv)

A light, off-dry wine with a generously ripe
gooseberry character.

Lyme Bay Mead (11.0% Abv)
__
Rich honey smoothness.

Lyme Bay Nettle (11.0% Abv)
__

Sweet, dark and delicious - similar to sweet Sherry and Port.

A dry, light, crisp wine with the summery character of nettle
and hints of melon and grapefruit.

Lyme
__ Bay Blackberry (11.0% Abv)

Lyme
__ Bay Peach (11.0% Abv)

Intense blackberry flavours.

Lyme
__ Bay Cherry (11.0% Abv)

A smooth, full flavoured sweet wine with an aroma of real
cherries and hint of almond.

Lyme
__ Bay Cowslip (11.0% Abv)

An off-dry wine with subtle floral and honey undertones.
Old fashioned and delicious.

Lyme Bay Cranberry (11.0% Abv)
__

A tangy, fruity, medium wine which is great for summer
spritzers, as a dessert wine or with soft cheeses.

Lyme
__ Bay Damson (11.0% Abv)
Intense dark damson flavours.

Lyme
__ Bay Elderberry (11.0% Abv)
Delicate and punchy.

Lyme
__ Bay Elderflower (11.0% Abv)

An old fashioned off-dry wine with a floral bouquet.

Lyme
__ Bay Ginger (14.5% Abv)
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Lyme
__ Bay Gooseberry (11.0% Abv)

Sweet, warm and spicy.

Deliciously scented smooth summery wine with soft ripe
fruit flavours.

Lyme
__ Bay Plum (11.0% Abv)

A medium, rich, full flavoured fruit wine. It has a rounded
plummy characteristic which make it wonderfully warming.

Lyme Bay Quince (11.0% Abv)
__

A deliciously delicate medium dry wine with a complex
aroma of pears, lemon and honey.

Lyme
__ Bay Raspberry (11.0% Abv)
Bursting with rich raspberry notes.

Lyme
__ Bay Rosehip (11.0% Abv)

An off dry beautiful salmon pink wine with an earthy,
vegetative note typical of the traditional rosehip.

Lyme
__ Bay Sloe (11.0% Abv)

Smooth, delicate black fruit aromas.

Lyme
__ Bay Strawberry (11.0% Abv)

Sweet and overflowing with strawberries.
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FORTIFIED WINE

What could be finer than a bottle
of vintage Port and some Stilton?
Two bottles of course! Contrary to popular
belief, Port was not created by British
sailors by spiking the wine with brandy
to avoid spoilage during the long voyage
north. More accurately, British importers
could be credited for recognizing that
a smooth, already fortified wine that
would appeal to English palates would
coincidentally survive the trip to the UK.

Douro
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D

Windsor
Ruby Port (19.5% Abv)
__

D

Windsor
Special Reserve Port (19.0% Abv)
__

Rich baked plums, damsons and blueberries.

Black cherry, mulberry and blackberry flavours followed
by Morello cherry, kirsch and framboise.

E

Sagrado
L.B.V. (20.0% Abv)
__

E

Sagrado
Ruby (20.0% Abv)
__

It is a pleasant surprise to taste the spiciness of this
delicious port.

Smooth, delicious, slight acidity that carries the flavours
and attractive aromas make this an exciting and great
value port.

5

Barao
__ de Vilar Pink Port (19.5% Abv)

D

Taylors
10 Year Old (20.0% Abv)
__

D

Taylors
Late Bottled Vintage (20.0% Abv)
__

4

Taylors
White Chip Dry Port (20.0% Abv)
__

Lighter than the red variety. Fresh flavours of roses and
Turkish delight with a delightful sweetness.

Brick red with loads of fruit and firm tannins.

Dark and glossy with vibrant fruit flavours.

Dry and fruity flavours. Serve chilled.

FORTIFIED WINE
QUINTA DO NOVAL
The producers of ‘Nacional’, the most expensive, rare and fine Port of
them all, Quinta do Noval are a Port house like no other and have been
making wine since 1715. Along with their exceptional vintage Ports,
Noval also produce world leading rubies, tawnies and fine table wines.

D

Noval
__ Black (19.5% Abv)

D

Noval Filtered LBV (20.0% Abv)
__

C

Noval
__ 10 Year Old Tawney (20.0% Abv)

C

Noval
__ 20 Year Old Tawney (20.5% Abv)

C

Noval
__ 40 Year Old Tawney (21.0% Abv)

D

Quinta Do Noval Vintage 2003 (19.5% Abv)
__

D

Silval
__ Vintage 2005 (19.5% Abv)

Pure and structured with a core of rich, sweet fruit, held together by a lively
acidic and smooth yet persistent tannin.

Fresh red fruits with a fine and silky tannic structure and a long
harmonious finish.

A complex nose. Aromas of vibrant, young fruit blended with the tertiary
characteristics of dried fruits and nuts.

This Port has an elegant bouquet reminiscent of dried fruit and almonds from
its time in wood.

Full bodied, sweet and intensely fruity, delivering vibrant orange zest,
dried mango, apricot compote and baked apple flavours that are plush,
well-structured and long.

A monumental, voluptuous wine, with luscious fresh ripe black fruits.

Herbs, savoury, cacao, coffee, blackberry and mulberry flavours dominate.
Medium bodied with soft silky tannins. Wonderfully rich and rounded.
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SHERRY

Perfect with Tapas and not just
for Nan! Sherry offers a great
opportunity to showcase really
different flavours on your list.

Jerez

GONZALEZ BYASS SHERRY
Gonzalez Byass has been producing high quality sherry in Jerez for
over 175 years. It is best known for its award-winning, ultra-dry Fino,
Tio Pepe, the perfect chilled aperitif, but also makes a wide range of
other classic styles.
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1

Tio
__ Pepe (15.0% Abv)

2

Vina
__ AB Amontillado (16.5% Abv)

Sharp yet elegant aromas of the yeast from the flor
balanced with toasted almond notes. Reminders of fresh
green apple peel. (Also available as half bottle.)

Walnut and a fresh dough / yeasty flavour coming from
the flor under which this wine spent much time. A lovely
combination of bright and fresh youthful flavour, coupled
with aged, mildly oxidised notes.

1

Leonor
Palo Cortado (20.0% Abv)
__

4

Alfonso Oloroso (13.5% Abv)
__

7

Nectar
__ Pedro Ximenez (15.0% Abv)

An intense fusion of hazlenuts and bitter orange
peel / oak.

Full rich ripe fruits.

An intensely sweet, cooked fruit, prune, treacle and
coffee character. Immensely long, persistent finish.

SHERRY
2

Cuesta Amontillado (15.0% Abv)
__

6

Cuesta Cream (15.0% Abv)
__

1

Cuesta
Fino (15.0% Abv)
__

4

Cuesta
Pale Cream (15.0% Abv)
__

Deep amber and rich and nutty.

Rich and creamy flavour.

Pale straw colour with a light and delicate flavour.

Pale gold and delicately sweet.
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www.smallbeerwholesale.co.uk/wines
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Unit 1, Churchill Business Park, Sleaford Road
Bracebridge Heath, Lincoln LN4 2FF

Proud to be an invited member and shareholder of The Society of Vintners
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